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ping enhances operational reliability and the virtuous circle loops around from 
where it started. Such positive feedback loops relate strategic components in 
many synergistic, positively reinforcing ways and allow for the development of 
a unique, inimitable, and extremely robust strategy and competitive system.

Strategic clarity

Most winning strategies tend to be simple, laconic, and parsimonious. The main 
strategic tenets can be summarized in one relatively short phrase that charac-
terizes the domain of involvement or the modus operandi of the company. Da-
naos is a powerhouse in containerships. StealthGas is the undisputable leader in 
handysize LPGs. Angelicoussis is the master of top quality shipping in ultra-large 
vessels (capesize bulkers, VLCCs, and LNGs). There is power and focus in simplic-
ity. The strategic message is clear, elegant, concise and powerful for employees, 
charterers, stakeholders, and the financial community. Such companies, often 
become widely known as the benchmark and the reference point in what they 
opt to do. Focus is maintained, specialized resources are developed, reputation 
in the market is developed for the specific areas of involvement, the strategy is 
clear and distinguishable, and investors know what they are investing in. Peter 
Lorange (2005) describes a phenomenal performance increase through portfolio 
rationalization and focus sharpening at Leif Hoegh & Co. In the complex ship-
ping world of today, it is impossible to excel in everything. The need to focus on 
a certain range of activities or ways of doing things and excel at it, is overwhelm-
ing. Strategic clarity sharpens the competitive range and the competitive edge.

Shipping success factors 

Empirical evidence, combined with Strategic Management theory, revealed the 
total strategic arsenal codified in the SSF framework, which is available for ship-
ping firms to use, in order to win out competition. The appropriate combination 
of strategic archetypes and strategic enablers, depending on the internal and 
external context, leads to shipping success. Additional specific emerging themes 
and success factors were identified during the research. To the extent that all 
shipping firms examined in this research were Greek-owned we can use the 
empirical findings to provide a brief and vivid explanation of the “paradoxical” 
continued Greek success in shipping, which is a nice “by-product” of this book.

Explaining the paradoxical Greek shipping “miracle”

“Learning about Greek shipping is learning about shipping”
  

To the extent that the Greeks are world leaders in deep ocean shipping, iden-
tifying Greek shipping success factors is almost synonymous to identifying uni-
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versal shipping success factors. Some idiosyncrasies of the Greek shipping tra-
dition and culture may be unique, but they find ways to channel into strategic 
winning factors that are universal in nature. In this respect, we feel that some 
elements explaining Greek-owned shipping supremacy that became evident 
from the empirical research conducted for the purposes of this book, will also 
be interesting and pertinent to scholars and professionals of shipping per se. 

Many of the leading firms in this research, including TEN, the Angelicoussis 
group, StealthGas etc., trace back their roots to the island of Chios. Is this 
a paradox in contemporary management? Does the “Chiot gene” still play 
such a role in contemporary shipping? Chios, Andros, Ithaca, Syros, and Sifnos 
are but a handful of rather insignificant economically Greek islands, that gave 
birth to some of the most powerful Greek shipping dynasties still going strong 
in 21st century shipping. But the shipping clusters are no longer there. They 
moved to places such as Piraeus, or further away places like Singapore, Lon-
don, Hamburg, Shanghai, New York. If the cluster explanation is no longer val-
id, what is then the scientific explanation of the origin effect in today’s global 
shipping? Traditions did play some role in shipping know-how spreading in the 
early years. Islanders, familiarized with the sea and seaborne trade from early 
on, developed shipping skills as a way to make a living in tough times. Knowl-
edge on shipping and seaborne trade started to develop. But again, this early 
knowledge is not a truly important factor to effectively face the complexities 
of contemporary global shipping.

The explanation seems to be related to the family-controlled shipping mod-
el and the gradual, genetic-like, progressive shipping knowledge accumulation 
and effective inter-generational transfer within the context of a family firm. 
Distrust of others, secrecy, and survival tactics in those turbulent and challeng-
ing times led to the incredible strengthening of family ties in Greek culture in 
general, and in shipping in particular. The shipping business was organized 
around families and controlled by families. We can witness family shipping 
values being prevalent even today in the majority of Greek leading companies, 
including public companies. Families act as clans, protecting their interests 
in hostile environments. Shipping knowledge accumulates within the family 
and is transferred effectively, from generation to generation. Continuous tacit 
knowledge accumulation even beyond one’s lifespan develops “shipping wis-
dom”, a profound and intimate body of knowledge regarding the shipping 
industry, and its main characteristics. Memories from the past about differ-
ent shipping eras, ship technological evolution, ship management, cyclicality 
patterns, upturns and downturns, opportunity exploitation, the secrets of the 
trade come alive to new generations within the inter-generational shipping 
knowledge agenda. Inherited shipping knowledge acts as inherited biological 
code. This ever-expanding and evolving body of shipping knowledge, within 
the context of the Greek shipping family, allows new generations to outguess 
and outperform competitors. Family successions tend to be smooth. Family 
disputes are usually kept to a minimum through flexible asset separation and 
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company spin-offs. In many cases, family succession goes miraculously well. For 
Anthony Angelicoussis, there follows John Angelicoussis, for Panagiotis Tsakos, 
there follows Nikos Tsakos, for Nikolas Frangos, there follows Angeliki Frangou. 
Greek families immersed in shipping are the nuclei of Greek shipping success 
even in contemporary shipping as they provide vehicles for profound and evolv-
ing shipping knowledge accumulation. Agility, flexibility and adaptability, ca-
pacity to act in chaotic environments, building cooperative relationships, fast 
decision making, the merits and drive for cost efficiency in ship operations, 
immense, sometimes romantic love for shipping and the sea, obsession with 
vessel maintenance, ship operation know-how, profound sector knowledge, 
customer centricity, forecasting ability, cosmopolitan attitude, preparedness 
for opportunity exploitation, deep appreciation of shipping cycles, incredible 
sense of timing, risk-taking, management-ownership alignment, family values, 
shipping entrepreneurship & leadership skills are some of the inherited values. 
New tools are constantly being developed and adopted, but the inherited val-
ues are shipping sector classic. These values are directly related to the shipping 
strategy enablers of chapter 5 that enhance the strategic capability of shipping 
firms to implement a winning mix of the defined strategic archetypes. Needless 
to say, there is a multitude of additional factors that add to the explanation of 
Greek shipping prowess, such as cluster and internal competition arguments, 
the favourable tax status as first set by legislation 2687/1953, and the lack of 
Greek state bureaucracy encroachment on this globally regulated industry, but 
the main drivers seem to be associated with the dominant family controlled 
Greek shipping model, that is positively correlated to the strategic enablers and 
the shipping strategy archetypes outlined in the present book, as manifested 
in the examined cases.

A concluding remark on Greek shipping by George Tsavliris 
 

Paul Emmanuelides has accomplished a unique achievement in writing the main 
part of this fascinating book on shipping and Greek shipping. Personally, I found 
it so refreshing to work together with someone who has endless patience and 
determination and who has been able to set out in such detail so many interesting 
aspects of shipping. It was also somewhat daring of him to attempt to describe 
the decision making process involved in the Ship Owner’s mindset.

In putting forth some concluding remarks, I will probably sound somewhat 
controversial but I do feel that the reader is entitled to some deeper insight into 
the soul of the Greek Ship Owner - as to how the traditional Greek ship owner 
has survived, how he has achieved such significant accomplishments in such a 
volatile and risky world and how he was able to set the prerequisite foundations 
for the future generations.

On the one hand, it could be the “Greek business” acumen (“δαιμόνιο”) 
which developed over years of constant struggle for survival; on the other hand, it 
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